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Abstract
The flow field around a fully ventilated two-dimensional surface piercing hydrofoil is considered. The prob-
lem is treated using nonlinear theory by employing a low-order potential-based boundary-element method.
The solution can be divided in two parts: (1) initial entry when the foil is only partially submerged, (2) com-
plete entry, when the foil is fully submerged under the free surface.
The presented theory is a time domain panel method, where the perturbation potential on the cavity surface
is a function of submergence and time. As the foil cuts through the free surface during its motion, the poten-
tial on the discretized leading edge cavity panel, remains at the location when it was generated. The source
strengths on the wetted part of the foil are known from the kinematic boundary condition. From continuity at
the leading edge and trailing edge of the foil, the dipole strengths on the cavity are also known from the pre-
vious timestep. However, since the dipole strengths on the wetted part of the foil are unknown, the dipole
strengths on the cavity can be integrated in the solution procedure.
The non-linear cavity geometry is determined iteratively within the solution by enforcing the kinematic
boundary condition on the exact cavity surface at each timestep.
A linearized free surface condition is enforced by using the image method. The image sources and dipoles
are of opposite strength to those of the submerged foil and cavity. This results in a zero horizontal perturba-
tion velocity on the free surface.
The developed analysis is shown to be robust and to produce convergent results with increasing number of
panels and with number of iterations per timestep. Pressure distributions compare favorably with linear the-
ory at small angles of attack and low camber to chord ratios. At higher angles of attack the non-linear effects
become more predominant. The non-linear cavity thickness is always considerably smaller than predicted
from analytical linear methods.
The method developed here can directly be applied to the analysis of partially submerged supercavitating
propellers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Surface Piercing Hydrofoils and Propellers
During the 1970's surface piercing propellers were readily considered as an attractive
means of propulsion for high speed surface crafts. Much of the pioneering theoretical
work on the subject was done during this period. Surface piercing propellers, also called
partially submerged propellers, are a class of propellers in which each blade is submerged
for only a ratio (usually half) of a revolution, the shaft centerline being at the waterline. At
each revolution the blade cuts the water surface, causing the flow to separate at both the
leading edge of the suction side and at the trailing edge of the pressure side. This entrains
an air filled cavity on the suction side of the blade, which vents to the atmosphere at the
free surface. At high speed applications, these type of propellers, operating at low
advance-coefficients, potentially provide higher efficiency than the alternative fully sub-
merged propellers, be they fully wetted, partially cavitating or super-cavitating.
The improved performance is attributed to two major factors: (1) Reduction of hydro-
dynamic resistance from the appendages, including shafts, struts, propeller hubs, etc. The
only surfaces that provide hydrodynamic resistance are the propeller blades and rudder.
This last one can even be eliminated by using an articulated surface piercing drive system.
(2) As opposed to cavitating propellers, the surface piercing propeller does not exhibit
growing and collapsing cavities, which is a major source of vibration, blade surface ero-
sion and acoustical noise. There is however still a major vibration issue due to the cyclical
loading and unloading of the blades corresponding to the entering and exiting of the water
surface.
In recent years, with the resurgence of increased demand for high speed vessels, sur-
face piercing propellers have come back as an efficient alternative mode of propulsion.
Hence the need for new improved robust and reliable numerical analysis tools such as the
one presented in this work.
1.2 Previous Research
The first recorded occurrence of the use of surface piercing propellers dates back to the
late 1800's. Hadler and Hecker give a history overview in [4]. Up until the 1960's most of
the surface piercing propeller design was based on empirical and experimental methods,
since no theoretical basis existed for the performance analysis of such propulsor types.
1.2.1 Two-Dimensional Linear Theory
The water entry and exit of a fully ventilated foil or thin wedge has been treated ana-
lytically by Yim [11] and Wang [9], using conformal mapping techniques. The blade
geometry and the entrained cavity are considered to be thin, so that the linearization of the
foil boundary and the boundary conditions are adopted. The speed of entry is considered
fast enough, and the entire time duration is short enough, to allow using the infinite Froude
number approximation for the free-surface boundary condition. In both author's work, the
solution is divided in three phases: initial entry, complete entry, and exit phase.
Yim [11] included gravity effects in his solution. His results however showed that
when the Froude number is larger than three, gravity effects on the force characteristics of
the wedge are negligible. Yim also considers the flow to be symmetrical around the foil
with respect to the axis of water entry. The cavity geometry is symmetric to the blade pro-
file, with respect to the vertical axis of entry.
Wang [9] allowed the foil to have asymmetric blade and cavity profile, or essentially to
have small time-dependent deformations.The pressure distribution on the foil is deter-
mined analytically up to a function of the time variable. Wang also considered oblique
water entry and exit [10].
1.2.2 3-D Linearized Theory
Furuya [3] developed a partially submerged propeller theory by employing a singular-
ity distribution method. Unsteady pressure doublets and pressure sources represented the
blade camber and blade-and-cavity thickness respectively. The induced velocities were
derived by reducing the formula to a lifting line configuration. The free surface effect was
considered by the image method.
Vorus [8] extended the methodology developed for calculating the forces on a fully
submerged subcavitating propellers to surface piercing propellers. The derived analytical
formulas are intended for the analysis of surface piercing propellers on high-performance
planing crafts.
1.2.3 Experimental Work
Cox [1] performed free-fall penetration tests for a two-dimensional thin, straight
wedge at various speeds and wedge incidence angles.
Olofsson [7] did model experiments on partially submerged propellers destined for
large commercial high speed vessels. He concluded that given the proper shaft yaw angle,
very high efficiencies are possible. However, due to the dynamic loads, serious vibration
and strength problems may arise.
1.3 Objectives of the Present Method
The objective of this work is to develop a robust and computationally efficient nonlin-
ear method for predicting the cavity shape and hydrodynamic forces on a surface piercing
two-dimensional hydrofoil of arbitrary geometry. Even though the developed theory is
two-dimensional, it is still very helpful for the design and analysis of surface piercing pro-
pellers. The flow over any section of the propeller is considered to be two-dimensional at
any instant from entry of the blade in the water to its exit.
The presented theory is a nonlinear, time marching, potential based boundary element
method. The cavity shape is found iteratively at each timestep of the hydrofoil trajectory
through the fluid. Convergence studies and comparisons with linearized analytical meth-
ods are also shown in this work.
Chapter 2
Mathematical Formulation
2.1 Overview
In this chapter, the complete problem definition is laid out. Potential flow is assumed and
Green's formula is applied on the exact blade and cavity surface. The complete boundary
conditions on the foil surface, cavity and free surface are derived in detail, and the needed
simplifications are justified. Next the derivation of the non-linear cavity geometry is
shown. Finally the derivation of the unsteady pressure forces are provided.
2.2 Potential Flow and Green's Formula
One of the most robust and versatile panel methods currently in use, are based on pertur-
bation potential theory. The flow is assumed to be incompressible, inviscid and irrota-
tional. The governing equation everywhere inside the fluid region, is the continuity
equation for conservation of mass, and is represented by Laplace's equation:
V24 = 0 (2.1)
In a fully unbounded fluid domain, without a free surface, the foil can be represented
as shown in Figure 2.1.
aovt
UcO
Figure 2.1 Sketch of Hydrofoil in Unbounded Fluid.
The total velocity flow field, 4, can be expressed in terms of the total potential D, or
the perturbation potential, 0, as:
= VO = U• + V
= u1 + (U. + v))J
(2.2)
(2.3)
where I and 3 are the unit vectors in the horizontal and vertical axis respectively.
The total and perturbation potential are related by:
S(x,y) = I (x,y) -'Din(x,y) (2.4)
where the inflow potential is defined by:
Din (x, y) = Uy (2.5)
The perturbation potential, <p(x,y,t) at any point p which lies either on the wetted
blade surface, Sws(t), or on the cavity surface, Sc(t), is related to the perturbation potential
and must satisfy Green's third identity:
[ G = (t)a (  (p;q) ) -G(p;q) (t)dS (2.6)p" q (tflq (t) aflq
Ss, (t) V Sc (t)
where subscript q refers to the variable point in the integrations, nq is the unit vector
normal to the blade surface, or the cavity surface. The constant = 1 when the point p is on
the wetted blade or cavity surface, otherwise it is equal to two. The Green's function
G(p;q) = ln[R(p;q)], where R(p;q) in the distance from the field point p to the variable
point q. Equation (2.1) expresses the perturbation potential on the surface formed by the
blade and cavity surfaces, as a superposition of the potentials induced by a piecewise con-
tinuous source distribution G, and a piece wise continuous dipole distribution DG/an.
Without the implementation of appropriate boundary conditions, the solution to equa-
tion (2.6) is not unique. The boundary conditions are explained separately in chapter 2.4
for a fully ventilated surface piercing hydrofoil.
2.3 Problem Definition
Consider a two-dimensional hydrofoil as shown in Figure 2.2, entering an air-water
interface, which is initially at rest, with a constant velocity, U,, normal to the free surface.
The flow is considered with respect to the foil. The speed of entry is sufficiently high for
the foil to fully ventilate starting at the sharp leading edge and along the suction side. Ven-
tilation can be treated as cavitation with the cavity pressure being equal to the atmospheric
pressure at the free surface.
p = p (atm)
t U00 00
C
IUO
Figure 2.2 : Sketch of Surface Piercing Hydrofoil with Coordinate System Moving with
the Foil
2.4 Boundary Conditions
2.4.1 Free Surface Boundary Conditions
The Froude number is defined as (2.7) for hydrofoils, and as (2.8) for propellers
U
Fr (2.7)1/9-
I
I
F - / (2.8)
where g is the gravitational constant, c is the foil chord length, and D is the propeller
diameter. Throughout this work, an infinite Froude number may be assumed as a valid
simplification. This assumption is valid since optimum applications of cavitating hydro-
foils and propellers, usually operate at high speeds. For example a hydrofoil born vessel
operating at 50 knots and having a foil chord length of 0.5m will have a Froude number of
about 11. A full scale surface piercing propeller with a diameter of 0.75m operating on a
ship advancing at 40 knots, gives a Froude number of about 7.6. Yim [11] concluded that
gravity effects are negligible for Froude numbers larger than 3. Thus for applications
where surface piercing hydrofoils or propellers are efficient, the Froude number defined
by equation (2.7) is in the 5-10 range.
Applying Bernoulli's equation on the free surface gives the dynamic boundary condi-
tion there:
(Pa-Pat 1 2
- at 2+ U- - + gr = 0 (2.9)
where 11, is the free surface elevation.
Leaving out higher order terms to linearize the above equation and rewriting (2.9) in
steady state form, we obtain:
U*x x + gr = 0 (2.10)
By introducing the following non-dimensionalizations:
S= ; x' = x (2.11)C C UWc
we get:
' + - 0 (2.12)ax F2
r
Since we assumed infinite Froude number, the linear dynamic boundary condition on
the free surface is reduced to zero horizontal perturbation velocity.
= u = 0 (2.13)
ax
2.4.2 Dynamic and Kinematic Foil Boundary Conditions
The flow is required to be tangential to the wetted hydrofoil surface, as well as to the
cavity surface. The kinematic boundary condition is given by:
n_ - U., A (2.14)an
where n is the unit normal to the hydrofoil or cavity surface, directed into the fluid
domain. This condition is applied to the exact non-linear cavity surface and wetted foil
surface.
The perturbation potential on the cavity will be a function of submergence and time,
and will be convected with the flow. In linear theory [9] [11], this is equivalent to having
the perturbation potential as a function of (U.t-y) only.
To find the cavity shape at subsequent iterations, the cavity surface is convected with
the local velocity. Henceforth, this condition is non-linear in nature. This is somewhat
analogous to that of the shed vorticity in the wake of an oscillating foil or a foil in
unsteady inflow.
Finally, at the leading edge, continuity of perturbation potential must be satisfied:
dwettedl E = OcavitylLE (2.15)
Similarly when the foil is fully submerged and a ventilated cavity starts to grow at the
trailing edge of the wetted part of the foil, continuity of perturbation potential must also be
satisfied there:
OwettedljT = OcavitylTE (2.16)
2.5 Non-Linear Cavity Shape Determination
The cavity shape is found iteratively by aligning the panels so that the flow is tangent
to the cavity surface (2.14). Before convergence, the flow along the cavity surface consists
of the vector summation of the velocities shown in Figure 2.3
qn
Uo
Figure 2.3 Vector diagram of cavity surface velocities before convergence
where
qs s + U cos (a) (2.17)
qn - U sin (a)
an
The update of the cavity surface position, h, needs to be iteratively modified such that
the flow is tangential to the surface. A complete derivation of this condition is made by
Kinnas and Fine in [5].
SFigure 2.4 Sketch of cavity surface height update at each iteration
Making use of the above velocity vector diagram, the cavity surface update is shown
to be equivalent to:
O+ U.cos (a)] ahas as
_ 
_- U sin (a)
an
(2.18)
Finally, making use of equation (2.17), the change in cavity height is reduced to:
(2.19)
At each timestep of the foil entry, the cavity shape is found iteratively, until the change
in cavity height is zero.
ah qn
Ts q.,
2.6 Pressures on the Foil and Cavity Surface
Consider the flow with respect to the moving foil as shown in Figure 2.2. After the ini-
tial entry, the flow at infinity and the free-surface move with speed U.. The unsteady Ber-
noulli equation will be:
p + p + + pgy = C (t) (2.20)
where p is the pressure in the fluid domain, p is the density. The constant C(t) can be
found by applying equation (2.20) at a point on the free surface, far from the intersection
with the foil and cavity.
C(t) = Patm+ e U2 + pgYFs (2.21)
where YFS is the y location of the free surface.
YFs = U. - t (2.22)
Introducing the following non-dimensional quantities:
t'= t ; y' = ; (2.23)
C C U*c
we finally obtain
+ p + + P  P atm+ + (2.24)2 at2 r  U 2 2
where we also substituted for the Froude number. Being consistent with our infinite
Froude number assumption, the hydrostatic terms in equations (2.20)and (2.21) drop out.
So finally, the pressure equation to be applied, at any point B, on the fully wetted part of
the foil and cavity surface is:
PB - Patm 1 ( q B • 2 -C P Pam - 1 ( 2 -B 2 1 (2.25)
Notice that PB must be equal to Patm on the free surface, as well as inside the cavity,
since it is ventilated to the free surface. Since the perturbation potential on the cavity sur-
faces is convected with the flow, we except the pressure coefficient to be equal to zero.
This will be investigated and confirmed in the numerical implementation.

Chapter 3
Discrete Formulation
3.1 Discretized Surface Piercing Foil Geometry
The trajectory of the surface piercing foil can be subdivided in four geometric stages. The
first stage is when only part of the foil chord length is submerged below the free surface,
as shown in Figure 3.1. This is the most important phase from the hydrodynamic point of
view, as the pressure loads and hydrodynamic forces undergo the greatest changes.
U00
x
Figure 3.1 Discretized foil and cavity geometry. Panel indexing of foil and cavity for par-
tially submerged chord length
At the end of this stage the trailing edge of the foil is at the free surface as shown in
Figure 3.2. The panel indexing and numbering are shown in Table 3.1.
JY
kY
i = 2 NTIME/
= NWETMAX
+ NCUTIME
i = NTIME + 1
= NWETMAX + 1
DO
X
Figure 3.2 Discretized foil and cavity geometry. Panel indexing of foil and cavity for full
chord submergence
After further entry, a ventilated cavity is shed aft of the trailing edge of the pressure
side of the foil as shown in Figure 3.3. The last timestep of this stage, corresponds to the
equivalent distance travelled by a surface piercing blade section, and is shown in Figure
3.4. The panel indexing and numbering for these last two phases are shown in Table 3.2.
DO
i = 2 NTIME
= NCLTIME
+ NWETMAX
+ NCUTIME
i = NTIME + 1
UoO
1
MAX
X
Figure 3.3 Discretized foil and cavity geometry. Panel indexing of foil and cavity for fully
submerged stage.
! T
P = Patm --7
F.S.
i = 2 NTIME
= NCLMAX
+ NWETMAX
+ NCUTIME
i = NTIME +
[I
1
y
i NCLMAX
= NCLMAX + 1
-- i = NTIME = NCLMAX + NWETMAX
31x
Figure 3.4 Discretized foil and cavity geometry. Panel indexing of foil and cavity at end
of fully submerged stage
3.2 Discretized Green's Formula
The discretized form of Green's theorem is applied to each panel on the actual foil and
cavity surface:
I S= U j-i (3.1)
I J
where Sij and Dij are the influence coefficients due to a source of uniform unit strength
and a normal dipole of uniform unit strength respectively. These include the effects of the
free surface images, which are discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
T
In matrix form, the system of equations to be solved becomes:
D ll ... ... ... ... D i
D il ........... D it
S.. ............
,.. ... ... ... ... ...
... .. . .. . .. ., . ...
... ... ... ... ... Sij
-
Si S..i-
3.3 Free Surface Boundary Condition
The method of "negative imaging", is used to enforce the free surface boundary condi-
tion (2.13). The imaged foil and cavity, shown in Figure 3.5, is represented by sinks and
dipoles with opposite normal. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the influence coeffi-
cients include the effects of the free surface image as follows:
Di a (InR) ds erged part (InR) ds (3.3)
S [ (nR) dsubmerged - (InR) ds (3.4)
Ss submerged part imaged part
-T
Fn
°°°°°°
(3.2)
__O_
DIPOLE with opposite
normal
Figure 3.5 Perturbation Potential Distribution on Actual Foil and Cavity surface and Their
Images
3.4 Governing System of Equations
Re-arranging (3.2) for the unknown quantities, dipole strength on the wetted surface
and source strength on the cavity in the left hand side and the known quantities, source
strength on the wetted surface and dipole strength on the cavity in the right hand side, we
obtain the following system of equations:
[A] [x] = [B] [y] (3.5)
S.
SINK
where [A] and [B] are the influence coefficient matrices, [x] in the vector of unknown
and [y] is the vector of known values. The matrices [A] and [B] are square and full. At any
timestep NTIME, the [A] and [B] matrices are of size (2 NTIME)*(2 NTIME), and the
vectors [x] and [y] are of size (2 NTIME).
In a modular fashion the above equation (3.5) can be expanded as:
Lan] CL
[S] ct [D] WET [S]cul [1 WET (3.6)
-[W1 c
= [[D]CL [SI] WET [D]cu]
-[1 cU
where [S] and [D] are the influence coefficient matrices due to a source of uniform
strength and dipole of uniform strength respectively. The subscripts CL, WET, and CU
refer to the "lower" cavity, or pressure side panels, wetted foil panels and "upper" cavity,
or suction side panels respectively.
3.4.1 Phase I: Initial Entry
During Phase 1, the entry problem, the foil starts to cut through the free surface, as
seen in Figure 3.1, until the entire chord length is submerged, i.e. foil trailing edge panel is
as the free surface, as shown in Figure 3.2. During this phase there is no lower cavity sur-
face yet, so the corresponding governing system of equations is similar to the one above,
but without the [S] and [D] matrices corresponding to the lower cavity surface, as well as
the omission of the I vector corresponding to the lower cavity surface.
We can thus rewrite the system of equations (3.6)as:
I~ [1L~,~l
[D] WET [S] cul F
nL- cJu
= [s]WET [D] CUL- WET
-[1 cU
At any timestep NTIME the panel indexing is given in Table 3.1:
Table 3.1 : Panel Indexing for Entry Phase
Modular Indexing Global Indexing Note
At Timestep NTIME
Wetted Surface TE = 1 TE = 1
LE = NWETTIME LE = NTIME
Cavity Surface LE = 1 LE = NTIME+1 NCUTIME =
TE = NCUTIME TE = 2 *NTIME NWETTIME
At Full Submergence
Wetted Surface TE = 1 TE = 1
LE = NWETMAX LE = NWETMAX
Cavity Surface LE = 1 LE = NWETMAX+1 NCUMAX =
TE = NCUMAX TE = NWEMAX+ NWETMAX
NCUMAX
At any timestep Ntime the left hand side of the governing system of equations can be
represented by each module as follows:
(3.7)
DI, I
[D WET DNtime, I
DNtime + 1, 1
D2Ntime, 1
... D Ntime
... D Ntime, Ntime
... DNtime + 1, Ntime
... D2Ntime, Ntime
SI, Ntime+l
SNtime, Ntime + I
SNtime + 1, Ntime + 1
S2Ntime, Ntime + 1
1, 2Ntime
... SNtime, 2Ntime
S" SNtime + 1, 2Ntime
... S2Ntime, 2Ntime
L1 WET i..
Ntimej
aNtime + I
an
a•2Ntime
an
(3.9)
At any timestep Ntime the right hand side of the governing system of equations can be
represented by each module as follows:
SI, ... SI, Ntime
SNtime, I SNtime, Ntime
SNtime + 1, 1 SNtime + 1, Ntime
S2Ntime, I .. S2Ntime, Ntime
D1, Ntime+1 I ... D,2Ntime
DNtime, Ntime +1 .. DNtime, 2Ntime
DNtime + I, Ntime + 1 .. DNtime + 1, 2Ntime
D2Ntime, Ntime + I D2Ntime, 2Ntime
(3.10)
(3.8)
[~S cU
[S]WET
Ian Ol Ntime +I
I = ... [1 1 cU = ... (3.11)
an
From continuity of perturbation potential at the leading edge of the foil, (2.15) takes
the discretized form of:
ONtime + 1 = ONtime (3.12)
Strictly speaking, the perturbation potential on the wetted side and the cavity side are
only equal at the exact leading edge point, and not at the control points of the panels as
indicated in (3.12). A more accurate way of representing the leading edge continuity of
perturbation potential is to make use the y-location of the control points of the leading
edge panels for the linear interpolation:
ONtime + 1 = YNtime time  (3.13)MNtime + m
Making use of this continuity and assembling all the above modules, we obtain:
DO, I
DNtime, 1
DNtime + 1, 1
D2Ntime, I
SI, 2Ntime
SNtime, 2Ntime
Ntime + 1,2Ntime
S2Ntime, 2Ntime
K, SI, Ntime + 1 ...
KNtime SNtime, Ntime + I ...
KNtime +1 SNtime+ l,Ntime+l "' S
K2Ntime S2Ntime, Ntime + 1 ...
Sl, Ntime DI, Ntime + 1
SNtime, Ntime DNtime, Ntime + I
SNtime + 1, Ntime DNtime + 1, Ntime + I
SNtime + 2, Ntime DNtime + 2, Ntime + 1
S2Ntime, Ntime D2Ntime, Ntime + 1
ONtime
O4Ntime + I1
.-( 2Ntime
_( 2Nrime
an
e Dn
ime O@Ntime
itime Fn
Ntime
- ( Ntime + 2)
time
- (02Ntime)
Notice that the Ntime+1 element in the right hand side vector is zero: perturbation
potential on cavity leading edge panel is equal to the perturbation potential on wetted lead-
ing edge panel), and hence the following substitution in the column Ntime of the left hand
side matrix:
K i = D, Ntime+ Di, Ntime+ l( YNtime ; i=1...2Ntime (3.15)
Where YNtime+l is the y-location of the leading edge cavity panel control point and
YNtime is the y-location of the leading edge wetted panel control point.
But now, since the perturbation potentials on the cavity, at time Ntime, are known
from the previous timesteps in the following manner:
S DI, 2Ntim
DNtime, 2Nt
... DNtime + 1, 21
... DNtime + 2, 2
... D2Ntime, 2Ni
SI, '
SNtime, 1
Sntime + 1, 1
SNtime + 2, 1
S2Ntime, 1
(3.14)
I time = Nime =LEItime = i ; j =Ntime+2...2Ntime ; i = Ntime- 1...1 (3.16)
Itime = Ntime =0 ; j=Ntime +
this can then be substituted into (3.14) and we finally obtain the fully discretized sys-
tem of equations to be solved any time T=Ntime.At, and where T=O at the moment the foil
enters the free surface.
K1
KNtime
KNtime + 1
K 2 Ntime
SI, Ntime
SNtime, Ntime
SNtime + 1, Ntime
SNtime + 2, Ntime
S2Ntime, Ntime
SI, Ntime + 1
SNtime, Ntime + 1
SNtime + 1, Ntime + 1
S2Ntime, Ntime + 1
D, Ntime+ 1
DNtime, Ntime + I
DNtime + 1, Ntime + 1
DNtime + 2, Ntime + 1
D2Ntime, Ntime + I
SI, 2Ntime
SNtime, 2Ntime
SNtime + 1, 2Ntime
S2Ntime, 2Ntime
DI, 2Ntime
DNtime, 2Ntime
DNtime + 1, 2Ntime
DNtime + 2, 2Ntime
D2Ntime, 2Ntime
3.4.2 Phase II, Complete Submergence
During phase 2, the fully submerged problem, the foil is entirely below the free sur-
face and a ventilated cavity has started growing along the trailing edge of the lower side of
the foil, as shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.
We can thus rewrite the system of equations as:
DI, I
DNtime, I
DNtime + 1, I
D2Ntime, I
SNtime, 1
Sntime + 1, I
SNtime + 2, 1
S2Ntime, 1
(3.17)
ONtime
ONtime + 1
2Ntime
an
aONtime
Fn
0
-LEIt = Ntime
tLE( = 1
[[S] CL
= [D] CL
[D] WET
[S]
[S] cu
WET [D] Cu
[~] WCL
[0] WET
-[1] CL
L~ni WET
- 1cu
At any timestep NTIME the panel indexing is given in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2 : Panel Indexing for Full Submergence
Modular Indexing Global Indexing Note
At Timestep NTIME
Lower Cavity FS = 1 FS = 1
Surface TE = NCLTIME TE = NTIME -
NWETMAX
Wetted Surface TE = 1 TE=NTIME - NWETTIME=
LE = NWETTIME NWETMAX+ 1 NWETMAX
LE = NTIME
Upper Cavity LE = 1 LE = NTIME + 1 NCUTIME =
Surface TE = NCUTIME TE= 2*NTIME NCLTIME +
NWETMAX
At Full Submergence (just before exit phase)
Lower Cavity FS = 1 FS = 1
Surface TE = NCLMAX TE = NCLMAX
Wetted Surface TE = 1 TE = NCLMAX + 1
LE = NWETMAX LE = NCLMAX +
NWETMAX
(3.18)
Table 3.2 : Panel Indexing for Full Submergence
Modular Indexing Global Indexing Note
Cavity Surface LE = 1 LE = NCLMAX + NCUMAX =
TE = NCUMAX NWETMAX + 1 NCLMAX +
TE = NCLMAX+ NWETMAX
NWETMAX +
NCUMAX
At any timestep Ntime the left hand side of the governing system of equations can be
represented by each module as follows:
[s] CL
SI, 1  ... S1, Ntime-)
SNtime, I ... SNtime, Ntime
5N time + 1, 1 SNtime + 1, Ntin
S2Ntime, 1 2Ntime, Ntime
Vwetmax
'-Nwetmax
ne-Nwetmax
-Nwetmax
(3.19)
DI, Ntime - Nwetmax + 1
[D] WET DNtime, Ntime - Nwetmax + 1
DNtime + 1, Ntime 
- Nwetmax + I
D2Ntime, Ntime 
- Nwetmax + 1
SI, Ntime + I ... S1,
SNtime, Ntime +1 SNtim
Ntime + 1, Ntime +1 SNtime
S2Ntime, Ntime + 1 ... S2Ntim
an 1 +1
1 ... ; 1[ ]WET = ...
CL ONI Ntime
an
... D1,Ntime
... DNtime, Ntime
... DNtime + 1, Ntime
... D2Ntime, Ntime
2Ntime
e, 2Ntime
+ 1, 2Ntime
e, 2Ntime
a"Ntime + 1
Fn
CU ~42Ntime
Fn
(3.20)
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At any timestep Ntime the right hand side of the governing system of equations can be
represented by each module as follows:
DI,
DNtime, I
DNtime + 1, 1
D2Ntime, 1
SI, Ntime 
- Nwetm
SNtime, Ntime 
- Nwet
SNtime + 1, Ntime 
-Nw
S2Ntime, Ntime 
- Nwe
D 1, Ntime + 1
DNtime, Ntime + I
DNtime + 1, Ntime + 1
D2Ntime, Ntime + 1
... DNtime 
-Nwetmax
... DNtime, Ntime-Nwetmax
... DNtime + I, Ntime-Nwetmax
. D2Ntime, Ntime-Nwetmax
ax + 1 ... S, Ntime
tmax +1 ... SNime, Ntime
etmax + 1 SNtime + 1, Ntime
rtmax + ... S2Ntime, Ntime
S DI,,2Ntime
... DNtime, 2Ntime
... DNtime + 1, 2Ntime
... D2Ntime, 2Ntime
OCL
LNI
aONI +1
WET .
O Ntime
an -
where N = Ntime-Nwetmax
From continuity of perturbation potential at the trailing edge of the wetted part of the
foil, (2.16) takes the discretized form of:
4 Nttime-Nwetmax = Nttime - Nwetmax+ 1 (3.23)
This is really only valid where the two panels intersect. A better numerical approxima-
tion, is to use the linear extrapolation:
[D] CL=
[S]WET
(3.21)
Ntime+ 1
; CU 2 "
2Ntime j
(3.22)
(3.24)ONttime-Nwetmax + 2 - Nttime - Nwetmax + 1 = Nttime-Nwetmax + I - ONttime - Nwetmax
YNttime - Nwetmax + 2 - YNttime - Nwetmax + I YNttime - Nwetmax + I - YNttime - Nwetmax
But since we're using equal spacing, the denominators cancel out, and we're left with:
(3.25)
ONttime - Nwetmax = 2 0Nttime- Nwetmax + I - ONttime - Nwetmax +2
Making use of this continuity and assembling all the above modules, we obtain for the
left hand side of the system of equations:
SI,
S] CL SNtime, I
L SNime + 1,
S2Ntime, I
[D]WET Ntime
W Ntime + 1
J2Ntime
S, Ntime 
- Nwetmax
... SNtime, Ntime-Nwetmax
I ... SNtime + i, Ntime-Nwetmax
... S2Ntime, Ntime-Nwetmax
K 1
KNtim
KNtime
K 2Ntim
DI, Ntime-Nwetmax+ 3
e DNtime, Ntime - Nwetmax + 3
+ I DNtime + 1, Ntime - Nwetmax + 2
ie D2Ntime, Ntime -Nwetmax + 2
(3.26)
- D1, Ntime- 1 LI
... DNtime, Ntime - 1
... DNtime+ i, Ntimel- 1
... D2Ntime, Ntime- I L2Ntime
S, Ntime + I
SNtime, Ntime + 1
SNtime + 1, Ntime + I
S2Ntime, Ntime + 1
... 
SI, 2Ntime
... SNtime, 2Ntime
SSNtime + 1, 2Ntime
... S2Ntime, 2Ntime
an
aLNtime - Nwetmax
[; ]WET =
ONtime
I aONtime +.. C = (3.27)
cu O2Ntime
an
[IS1CU
r
where in the Ntime-Nwetmax and in the Ntime column of the LHS we made the fol-
lowing substitution:
i i, Ntime - Nwetmax + 1 +2Di, Ntime - Nwetmax ; i=1...2Ntime
Ki = i,Ntime-Nwetmax+2-Di,Ntime-Nwermax ; i=1...2Ntime
Li = Di,Ntime +  i, Ntime + YNtime i=1...2NtimeYNtime + I
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
Consequently for the right hand side of the governing system of equations we obtain:
[D]CL =
[] WET
Dc U
DI, I ... D,Ntime-Nwetmax
DNtime, I DNtime, Ntime-Nwetmax
DNtime + 1, 1
D2Ntime, I
... DNtime + I, Ntime-Nwetmax
... D2Ntime, Ntime-Nwetmax
S, Ntime - Nwetmax + 1
SNtime, Ntime - Nwetmax + 1
... SI, Ntime
... SNtime, Ntime
SNtime + 1, Ntime - Nwetmax +1 .. SNtime + 1, Ntime
S2Ntime, Ntime -Nwetmax + 1 S2Ntime, Ntime
D 1, Ntime+1 
.. D 1, 2Ntime
DNtime, Ntime + 1 D Ntime, 2Ntime
DNtime + 1, Ntime + I
D2Ntime, Ntime + 1
IWETWO CL :
Ntime - Nwetmax- I
... DNtime + 1, 2Ntime
... D2Ntime, 2Ntime
OlNtime - Nwe tmax + I
)n
aONtime
an
(3.31)
0
CU =  Ntime +2
L 2Ntime
(3.32)
(3.33)
Notice that the Ntime-Nwetmax element in the right hand side vector is zero. This is
because its value is known and equal to the perturbation potential on the wetted trailing
edge panel, and can thus be brought over to the left hand side of the equation. Similarly,
since the perturbation potential on the cavity leading edge panel is equal to the perturba-
tion potential on the wetted leading edge panel, it can be brought over to the left hand side
and thus the Ntime+1 element in the right hand side vector is also zero.
But again as in the entry during phase I, the perturbation potentials on both the lower
and upper cavity, at any time Ntime, are known from the previous timesteps in the follow-
ing matter:
time = Ntime =OTEl timei ; j = 1...Ncltime - ; i = Nwetmax...Ntime- 2 (3.34)
Sltime = Ntime = 0 ; j = Ncltime
SItime= Ntime = OLE timei ; j = Ntime + 2...2Ntime ; i = Ntime- 1... 1 (3.35)
1 time = Ntime 0 ; j=Ntime+l
Finally, the right hand side vector can thus be written as:
OTEI, = Nwetmax aNtime -Nwetmax + 1 0
CL = .. N an . LEI =Ntime- 1 (3.36)
,PTEN,,,2  FWET ONtime "' .
L 0 -Fn L LEJI,
3.5 Non-Linear Cavity Shape Determination
At each timestep, as the foil enters through the free surface, the above system of equa-
tions is solved. Since a cubic B-spline curve is used to represent the arclength of the foil
and cavity, as well as the perturbation potential distribution, the upper cavity is assumed to
be on the foil surface for the first four timesteps. A similar method is used at the trailing
edge of the foil, when the foil is fully submerged. The lower cavity shape is assumed to be
tangential to the trailing edge wetted panel, for the first three timesteps following com-
plete submergence. Because of the singular behavior of the numerical solution near the
free surface, the three panels on the lower cavity closest to the free surface are never
aligned iteratively. Rather they are aligned tangentially to the preceding panels. Aside
from these exceptions, used to implement the numerical model, the alignment of the cav-
ity shape is found iteratively, such that (2.14) is satisfied. The discretized form of equation
(2.19) takes the form:
hi+ = hi . As) (3.37)hi+ qs ii
where qn and qs are the normal and tangential velocities to the cavity respectively, and
As is the arc length of the panel. The correction to the cavity height, h, is calculated at each
iteration per timestep, and is then added normal to the current cavity surface, at each panel
edge, as sketched out in Figure 3.6
converged cavity
_' geometry
-- 2nd iteration
'- st iteration
hi
Figure 3.6 Iterative cavity surface determination
At each timestep, equations (3.17) and (3.37) are solved until convergence of the cav-
ity geometry is attained or qn-O. Usually, no more than 2or 3 iterations per timestep are
needed for convergence.
3.6 Pressures on the Foil
The potential distribution along the foil and cavity, needed for the pressure distribution
calculations, are known either from the solution of the governing set of equations or
directly form the boundary conditions. On the wetted part of the foil, the perturbation
potential on each panel, comes directly from the solution in matrix form. For the first
phase, the initial entry, the indexing of the solution corresponding to the perturbation
potential is:
W WET = ... (3.38)
LNtime
For the second phase, the fully submerged case, the indexing is as follows:
Ntime -Nwetmax +1
1[1 WET ... (3.39)
L Ntime
The total potential at each panel control point is calculated by adding the inflow poten-
tial, defined by (2.5), to the results of the solution above.
The surface velocities, qB, are computed by splining the total potentials, (D, in a piece-
wise parabolic distribution and then taking the spatial derivative. The total potential is
given by:
I, = , + U y (3.40)
The steady component of the pressure is then simply 1 - (qB) 2
The unsteady component of the pressure, 0 due to the change in potential on each
panel with time, is found by approximating the time derivative via a finite difference
scheme in terms of the perturbation potential from the last three timesteps. The vectors
(3.38) and (3.39) are stored in memory for the last three timesteps for this purpose. Finally
the total pressure distribution is found by applying (2.25) at each panel control point.

Chapter 4
Numerical Validation
4.1 Convergence
4.1.1 Convergence with Iterations per Timestep
At each timestep the governing system of equations is solved and the cavity geometry
is found iteratively. Figure 4.1 shows the correction to the cavity surface from each itera-
tion per timestep at the end of the initial entry phase, when the foil trailing edge is flush
with the free surface. When the cavity growth is less than 10-5, it can be considered that
convergence of cavity geometry is achieved. In other words, equation (2.14) is satisfied,
the flow is tangential along the cavity surface.
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Figure 4.1 Convergence of upper cavity thickness growth with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at ao = 50, d/c = 1.0, 120 panels discretization.
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Figure 4.2 Convergence of lower cavity thickness growth with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50, d/c =2.0, 60 panels discretization.
The developed numerical method is shown to converge very rapidly with iterations per
timestep, and is reflected in the overall cavity thickness geometry shape, shown in Figure
4.3, and Figure 4.4. Notice that the present theory breaks down at the intersection with the
free surface, shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, due to a local singularity, that the panel-
ling cannot resolve.
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Figure 4.3 Cavity geometry convergence with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at o = 50, initial entry phase, 120 panels discretization.
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Figure 4.4 Cavity geometry convergence with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50, complete entry phase, 60 panels discretization.
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Figure 4.5 Pressure distribution convergence with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50, d/c =1.0, 120 panels discretization.
The pressure distribution is also shown to converge very well with increasing number
of iterations per timestep, as shown in Figure 4.5. The pressure distribution on the suction
side cavity is shown to converge to zero value, as should be expected, since the pressure
inside the ventilated cavity equals atmospheric pressure. Again, there is a numerical sin-
gular behavior near the free surface, y/c = 0, that the panel discretization cannot capture
entirely. Notice also, in Figure 4.6, there is a discretization error, in that the panel method
tries to capture the transition region near the trailing edge of foil and lower cavity, around
y/c = -1.0, where the pressure along the foil must become zero along the cavity.
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Figure 4.6 Pressure distribution convergence with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at oc = 50, d/c =2.0, 60 panels discretization.
4.1.2 Convergence with Panel Discretization
Figure 4.7 shows the cavity geometry convergence with number of panels. It appears
that the overall cavity shape converges slowly with number of panels, even though the dif-
ference in cavity shapes for increasing number of panels are not as large. This is primarily
due to the fact that the panel arrangement at the leading edge is dictated by the constant
time step approach, as shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7 Cavity geometry convergence with panel discretization.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at oc = 50. Three iterations per timestep.
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Figure 4.8 Sensitivity of cavity geometry convergence to leading edge paneling.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50. Three iterations per timestep.
This does however not affect the overall pressure forces acting on the foil and the cav-
ity, as can be seen in Figure 4.9. Notice again, that even a very fine panel discretization
does not fully capture and resolve the singular behavior near the free surface. The singular
behavior however affects a narrower region with increased panelling.
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Figure 4.9 Pressure distribution convergence with panel discretization.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50. Three iterations per timestep.
By comparing the results in Figure 4.5 with the results in Figure 4.9, as well as the
CPU times shown in Table 4.1, we can conclude that it is computationally more efficient
to do the analysis with a moderate panel discretization and several iterations per timestep,
as shown in Figure 4.10, rather than using a very fine panel discretization and only one or
two iterations per timestep, as shown in Figure 4.11. This is due to the fact that the CPU
time roughly scales with the number of panels squared.
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Figure 4.10 Convergence of cavity thickness growth with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at oa = 50 with 60 panels discretization.
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Figure 4.11 Convergence of cavity thickness growth with iterations per timestep.
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 50 with 240 panels discretization.
Table 4.1 : CPU times for analysis of flat plate geometry
Alphastation 600 5/266.
at a = 50 on a DEC
Panel 1 iteration/ 2 iterations/ 3 iterations/
Discretization timestep timestep timestep
60 panels 2 sec 4 sec 6 sec
120 panels 10 sec 20 sec 30 sec
240 panels 70 sec 140 sec 210 sec
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4.2 Comparisons with Other Methods
B. Yim and D.P. Wang used conformal mapping techniques to address the linearized
problem of surface piercing hydrofoils. Figure 4.12 shows there is a very large difference
between the linear, using Yim's model, and the non-linear cavity shape. This is mainly due
to the fact that Yim assumes the flow to be symmetric about the foil and cavity.
Comparison Linear Theory vs.
Non-Linear Theory for Cavity Shape
---- Linear [Yim]
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Linear Cavity Shape and Non-Linear Cavity Shape
Foil geometry is a flat plate at a = 10 with 240 panels discretization
The linear analytical calculations of the pressure distribution on a surface piercing flat
plate at small angles of attack, are compared to the current method for different depth of
submergence. The non-linear pressure distribution near the free surface was splined and
then extrapolated to the exact free surface position to generate a smooth profile for com-
parisons.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of Linear Theory and Non-Linear Theory for Pressure Distribu-
tion on the Pressure Side of a Flat Plate at d/c = 1.0
The current non-linear method compares very well with Wang's linear analytical
results at small angles of attack for the flat plate case, as shown in Figure 4.13. This is
mainly due to the fact that Wang allows for asymmetry of the cavity and blade geometry,
as opposed to Yim, who assumes the flow to be symmetric about the foil and cavity.
Wang's method thus more closely relates to the present method, except of course for the
non-linear cavity effects. However, for completeness, the results from Yim will also be
included in the comparisons.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of Linear and Non-Linear Theory for Pressure Distribution.
Parabolically Cambered Foil. f/c = 0.001, a = 10 with 120 panels discretization
The effects of camber are investigated for a parabolic camber profile in Figure 4.14
through Figure 4.16. At low camber to chord ratios, the present method agrees favorably
with the linearized theory of Wang. Yim's method seems to overpredict the pressures.
Again, this is most likely due to the inherent assumption in Yim's theory, that the flow is
symmetric about the foil and cavity.
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of Linear and Non-Linear Theory for Pressure Distribution.
Parabolically Cambered Foil. f/c = 0.002, O = 10 with 120 panels discretization
As the camber increases, the difference between the linear and non-linear methods
become more apparent, although at a slower rate than increased angle of attack. Wang's
method seems to show the correct trend, but Yim's method seems however to deteriorate
for more cambered foils.
The difference in magnitude between the linear and non-linear results, will of course
become even more apparent for combined high angle of attack and cambered foils. The
pressure loading can indeed be divided in two parts: (1) effects of angle of attack, as
I
shown in Figure 4.13 and (2) camber effects, as shown in the above figure and the one fol-
lowing next.
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of Linear and Non-Linear Theory for Pressure Distribution.
Parabolically Cambered Foil. f/c = 0.003, ac = 10 with 120 panels discretization
Physically, for highly cambered foils operating at low angles of attack, a ventilated
cavity might originate on the lower suction side of the foil. This would have an essential
effect on the direction of the lift and drag forces. This behavior cannot be captured with
the present method.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
A non-linear, time-marching, potential based boundary element method was developed for
the analysis of flow around a surface piercing two-dimensional hydrofoil of arbitrary
geometry. The method is used for the two phases (initial entry and full submergence) of
the foil's trajectory through the free surface, and is successfully implemented for the ini-
tial entry phase and the fully submerged phase. The method converges very rapidly for the
unknown cavity geometry, with number of iterations per timestep and increasing panel
resolution. The final cavity shape is sensitive to the cavity discretization near the leading
edge. The pressure distribution along the foil and cavity remains almost unchanged after
the first iteration, and is not very sensitive to the leading edge cavity shape. Comparisons
of the developed method with Yim's linear analytical method show that there is a very
large difference in cavity geometry. This is because of a basic assumption made in Yim's
linear theory, that the flow is symmetric about the foil. The non-linear cavity shapes are
much smaller. The pressure distributions compare very well for flat plate geometries at
small angles of attack and for parabolically cambered foils with small camber to chord
ratios. At higher angles of attack, and/or increasing camber, the non-linear effects become
much more apparent.
Although the presented method is two-dimensional, it still provides a good estimate of
the flow around each span wise cut of a surface piercing or partially submerged propeller.
Strictly considered, full motion of a partially submerged propeller consists of the initial
entry phase, followed by the complete entry phase and finally the exit phase. However
during the propeller blade's exit, the loading vanishes as it cuts back through the free sur-
face. Therefore, the exit phase is not critical in predicting the overall hydrodynamic forces
generated on a surface piercing blade. The most important phase is clearly the initial entry,
since the loading on the propeller blade, very rapidly increases to its full value from zero
loading. The herein developed two-dimensional method which is very efficient at predict-
ing the cavity geometry and pressure distributions during the entry phase, and can thus be
used as a basis to design surface piercing propeller blades.
5.2 Recommendations and Future Work
The sensitivity of the converged overall cavity shape, to the leading edge cavity geometry,
suggests that a finer panel arrangement locally at the leading edge might further improve
the overall converged cavity shape. As shown in this work, this modification will have
negligible effect on the pressure distribution. A finer panel arrangement near the free sur-
face panels, might also improve the singular pressure behavior. It is therefore recom-
mended that a cosine spaced, instead of the actual even spaced, panel arrangement be
implemented in the future. This modification will however increase the computational
time and complexity of the code, as the perturbation potentials will need to be splined,
interpolated and extrapolated to their new panel location at each timestep.
Another area of possible improvements are the leading edge region and the foil trailing
edge/cavity regions. To better satisfy continuity at those points, the perturbation potentials
will again need to be splined and extrapolated to those exact locations. In the same region,
the pressure distribution might be improved by using a transition zone, over which the
pressure is allowed to smoothly pass from the value on the wetted foil, to zero value on the
trailing cavity side. This will inherently change the structure of the governing system of
equations. For completeness of the full problem analysis of the surface piercing foil, the
modeling of the exit phase should also be considered, however small its effect might be on
the overall performance characteristics.
An area not touched upon in this work, is the calculation of the forces. These can be
evaluated by integrating the computed pressure distributions, and could easily be imple-
mented. From these, the vibration forces can be calculated. Equally important as the
hydrodynamics of the problem, are the hydro-elastic effects. The time evolution of the
forces during the entry phase are indeed very large, and could alter the foil geometry sig-
nificantly enough to have a hydrodynamic effect. Hence, to fully represent the physics of
the surface piercing foil, a structural coupling model with the hydrodynamic analysis is
needed.
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